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1.0 Bay of Plenty Regional Policy Statement 
 

The Bay of Plenty Regional Policy Statement (RPS) is a higher order planning document that District 
Plans need to be consistent with.  The RPS at Appendix L sets out a methodology to be followed for 
the assessment and consideration of natural hazards. 

Policy NH 4B requires greenfield development areas to achieve a low natural hazard risk after 
completion of the development, without increasing natural hazard risk to other land. 

Policy NH 9B requires an assessment of natural hazard risk at the time of land use change and 
subsequent subdivision of that land.  This plan change application triggers the need for that 
assessment, particularly as land encompassing the plan change has an area greater than 5 hectares.  
For the purpose of this policy, we have assumed that this relates to the developable land area as the 
policy relates to an urban site.  The plan change area is 7.0ha of which approximately 6.1ha is 
classified as future developable land. 

Policy NH 8A requires the assessment of the natural hazard risk to be completed at the time of plan 
development, and it is appropriate to consider those risks as part of this plan change process. 

 

2.0 Context of Proposed Plan Change and Proposed Land Use 
Change 

 

The application site is located within the township of Te Puke within the Western Bay of Plenty 
District. The site is accessed via Washer Road, a local road that connects to Jellicoe Street via Station 
Road and Cameron Road.  Station Road has a one-way bridge. The site is located on the northern 
side of the town beyond the East Coast Main Trunk Railway Line and is located opposite East Pac 
packhouse and cool stores. 

The site is encumbered with a drainage reserve and an easement for the gas line that runs through 
the site.  These parts of the site will be protected for their underlying purpose.   

The land is flat and adjoins the Ohineangaanga Stream on the eastern side of the site.  The stream is 
protected by a stop bank. The current use is grazing land, which is proposed to be changed to 
industrial activities by way of a formal plan change to Industrial zoning. 
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3.0 Identification of hazards potentially affecting the land 
 

Appendix L of the RPS prescribes a methodology for assessing the risk of natural hazards and 
quantifying the risk and likelihood of the natural hazard occurring. This is through a primary and 
secondary risk analysis. The primary risk assessment is an initial assessment of all hazard risks. The 
secondary assessment relates to assessing the consequences of the risk sufficient to determine an 
overall risk classification low, medium or high. 

Table 20 identifies the types of natural hazards and also prescribes the likelihood of the AEP event 
occurring1. 

 

Further commentary on the presence and risk profile of the above hazards is detailed below. 

3.1 Volcanic Hazards 
The nearest active volcanos include Putauaki (Mount Edgecumbe) and Tuhua (Mayor Island). Both of 
these volcanos are over 20km away and therefore there will be very low risk of volcanic or 
geothermal hazards affecting the site.  There may well be ash fall which would be dependent on 

 
1 We understand that BOPRC is conjunction with 
for natural hazards assessments. 
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wind direction.  As the predominant wind direction is southwest there is also a low likelihood that 
sha fall would affect the plan change site. 

3.2 Liquefaction and landslip hazards 
 
The CMW Geoscience (CMW) geotechnical report has identified that the site has been filled in places 
in the past.  They summaries the soils as: Holocene aged alluvium comprising interbedded sandy silts, 
clayey silts and organic soils inferred to be very soft to stiff were presence in all CPT tests to depths of 
up to approximately 10 metres below existing ground level. A distinct bed of sandy dominant soils 
inferred to be pumiceous sands was observed within the alluvium between 5.0m and 8.0m below 
existing ground level, at up to 5m thick. (pg 3, CMW report). 

CMW have identified that the ground conditions include soft alluvial soils within the upper 10m of 
the site.  Preloading the site is recommended to prepare the ground for future industrial use and 
minimise the risk of liquefaction, lateral spread and consolidation following future buildings being 
established on the land. 

CMW have concluded that for SLS Index settlement will be less than 10mm and liquefaction effects 
are considered to be negligible.  For the ULS Index Settlement of between 130mm and 370mm, with 
differential settlements in the order of 65mm to 250mm.  These settlements are in excess of the 
Building Code and therefore need specific design. 

Significant liquefaction settlement magnitudes of 130mm to 370mm are 
predicted during the ULS seismic event. In all cases however, a thick (minimum 4.7m) non-liquefiable 
soil crust is present that should suppress any ground surface effects. It is expected that large span 
portal frame industrial buildings can be designed to accommodate the magnitude of predicted ULS 
settlements without collapse.   

CMW have concluded that buildings can be designed to withstand the ULS at time of building 
consent or ground condition improvements at time of subdivision should that occur. The extent of 
preloading on the site will depend on the ultimate floor loading of future buildings.  Table 8 of the 
CMW report addresses the necessary preload heights. 

There is a very low risk of land slip, either seismic or rainfall related due to the flat contour of the 
ground (See CMW report Section 7).  The static stability of the land adjacent to the stream edge on 
the eastern side of the Plan Change site has been considered.   They conclude that beyond 10m from 
the stream invert that the factors of safety would be met (See 7.3.2).  As there is a maintenance 
track, stop bank and proposed landscaping strip between the stream and the industrial land able to 
be developed there is a buffer zone in excess of 15m, which exceeds the CMW recommendation by 
50%. 

CMW has assessed seismic slope stability (See Section 7.3.3 CMW Report) and displacements during 
the ULS event are in the order of 10mm.  They have concluded that the risk of lateral spread is 
therefore low. 

Overall, the site is suitable for Industrial use in respect of natural hazard risk of liquefaction and 
landslips subject to the recommendations of the CMW report being adopted and ground 
improvements being completed at time of development and/or subdivision. 
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3.3 Tsunami and Coastal Erosion 
The site is located 6km from the coast and the modelled Tsunamai run up and evacuation area is 
located 3.6km away from the site. 

 

3.4 Fault Rupture 
The nearest fault is the Otamarakau fault which is 20km away from the application site and unlikely 
to be a risk to buildings or infrastructure on the plan change site. 

 

3.5 Flooding 
 
The Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BOPRC) has commissioned a flood model for the catchment that 
identifies the 1% AEP floodable area climate adjusted to 2130 and sea level rise of 1.25m.  This 
identifies that part of the site will be inundated to a minor extent.  This is from the DHI model 
updated by Phil Wallace from RiverEdge.  As can be seen from Figure 1 below the flood depth is up 
to 0.1m deep.  This area of the site is proposed to be filled so will no longer be subject to the flood 
hazard. 

 

Figure 1- DHI model as updated by Phil Wallace from RiverEdge (2022) supplied by BOPRC 

The Western Bay of Plenty planning maps also identify a floodable area that affects a larger area of 
the site (see Figure 2 below).  Council has acknowledged that the flooding map overlays were based 
on a mix of actual recorded flood depths and anecdotal evidence, some of which has proven to be 
less accurate. 
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Figure 2- District Plan Flood Map 

 

3.6 Summary of Primary Analysis 
 
In summary, the following natural hazards may affect the Plan Change site: 

Volcanic  Volcanic risk is low due to the distance between active volcanoes and the site. 

Earthquake (Liquefaction) Liquefaction results show a non-liquefiable crust of 4.7m to 9.7m 
(average 7.0m) during a ULS earthquake event, which suggests that the potential for any surface 
manifestation of liquefaction across the site is low. 

Earthquake (Fault Rupture)  The nearest faults are >20km from the site and therefore highly 
unlikely to affect the site.  The hazard risks for fault rupture is considered dot be low. 

Earthquake (Lateral Spread)  The risk of lateral spread has been measured to be low (estimated at 
10mm) and is not anticipated to cause buildings to functionally be compromised. 

Tsuanami  The site is located far outside the modelled Tsunami hazard risk area for the 0.1% AEP 
event.  The risk of Tsunamai is low. 

Coastal Erosion  Due to the proximity of the site to the coast, coastal erosion is not anticipated to 
affect the site for the 1% AEP event.  The risk of coastal erosion is low. 

Landslip  Due to the contour of the ground being flat no land slip hazards are considered to affect 
the site. The risk of landslip is considered to be low. 
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Flooding for defined areas of the site in the 1%AEP event climate adjusted to 2130 with sea level 
rise affects the site to a shallow depth of approximately 100mm.  As ground improvements are 
proposed including preload it is possible to raise the portion of the site above the 1% AEP flood 
plain. The flooding effects are considered to be low and able to be fully mitigated through 
earthworks to raise the site to a minor extent. 

Given the above natural hazards including flooding, liquefaction and lateral spread are anticipated to 
affect the site to a minor extent and are able to be mitigated by ground improvement works and 
foundation design. 

 

4.0 Determining Potential Consequences 
 

The primary risk assessment methodology requires an assessment of the consequences of the 
natural hazard occurring (See Table 21). 

Of the three natural hazards that may potentially affect the site as concluded above, the following 
assessment has been completed to confirm the consequences.  This draws on the geochemical 
report by CMW and also hazard modelling that has been completed for flooding by BOPRC. 

CMW has confirmed that the effects of earthquake (liquefaction, lateral spread and structural 
integrity of buildings) are able to withstand a ULS earthquake.  It is anticipated that large span portal 
frame industrial buildings can be designed to withstand the predicted ULS settlements without 
collapse.  

With respect to the wastewater disposal system CMW have recommended ground improvements to 
reduce the effects settlement with precautionary measures include ensuring the services are 
designed to have appropriate service design gradients (See CMW 8.8.2). 

Taking into account Table 21 of Appendix L RPS the following conclusions are reached. 

 

Structure Type Comment Consequence Level/Health & 
Safety 

Buildings Using appropriate foundation 
and building design the 
buildings are anticipated to 
stand up during a ULS 
earthquake event. 

Assessed as minor based on 
the technical reports 
supporting the plan change 
application. 

Lifeline Utilities Following the 
recommendation of the 
geotechnical experts the water 
and wastewater system is 
likely to be able to withstand 
an earthquake and have minor 
damage.  The road network is 
existing and designed to 
appropriate standards.  
Alternate routes are available 
to Jellicoe Street should there 

Assessed as minor based on 
the technical reports 
supporting the plan change 
application. 
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be a structural failure to a 
bridge. 

 

Note there are no critical buildings, or social or cultural buildings proposed in conjunction with this 
Plan Change. 

 

5.0 Determine the Risk Level 
 

Taking into account the likelihood of risk and the consequences of the hazard the overall risk analysis 
has been completed using the Risk Screening Matrix in the RPS Appendix L. 

 

 

Applying the assessed likelihood of an event occurring and analysing the consequences taking into 
account the recommended mitigation measures (all being minor), the overall hazard risk is 
calculated as low risk based on the risk screening matrix. 

5.0 Iterate Risk Assessment and Calculation of annual individual 
fatality risk (AIFR)  
 

Using the Appendix L Table 20 column B likelihood for secondary analysis AEP rates we make the 
following comments in respect to each hazard risk, recognising there are no critical buildings or 
social/cultural buildings proposed as defined in Table 21.  In the absence of any modelled events for 
these scenarios, we have made qualitative assessments of natural hazard risk. 
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Volcanic Risk Due to the distance from the nearest volcano is over 15 km, the risk relates to ash 
fall and is unlikely to result in death unless the volcanic activity was over a long period of time.  Air 
quality will likely be affected for a short period and will be dependent on the prevailing wind 
direction.  Given this is southwest it is unlikely that volcanic ash will reach the plan change area in 
quantities that could affect human life. Assuming the consequences are moderate the overall hazard 
risk remains low risk. 

Earthquake - Liquefaction CMW have assessed the liquefaction potential as low due to the non-
liquifiable crust of 4.7mdepth during ULS event. 

Earthquake - Lateral Spread  The risk of lateral spread has been assessed by CMW to be low 
(approximately 10mm) for the 1% AEP event.  This would increase because of a 3000-year event.  
However, the damage anticipated during a ULS event are low. 

Earthquake - Fault Rupture - The nearest faults are >20kmfrom the site, Otumaraku being the 
closest, and therefore remains highly unlikely to affect the site.  Using the risk matrix, the overall risk 
remains low. 

Tsuanami  The site is located 3.6km south of the modelled Tsunami hazard risk area for the 0.1% 
AEP event (1000 year event).  The run up of the Tsunami for the 0.1% AEP event reaches only land at 
or about the 2m RL contour.  It is anticipated that the developed industrial land will have a finished 
contour of RL 6.5m or above and therefore Tsunami wave run up is highly unlikely to affect the plan 
change area. 

Coastal Erosion  Due to the plan change site being located over 5 km from the coast, coastal 
erosion is not anticipated to affect the site for the 0.2% AEP event (500 year). 

Landslip  There is no land slip risk due to the plat contour of the land.  Using the risk screening 
matrix the overall risk remains low. 

Flooding  for defined areas of the site in the 0.2%AEP event climate adjusted to 2130 with sea level 
rise the site may be affected by temporary inundation.  It is likely the road corridors may be affected 
within the Plan change site.  These corridors, as secondary overland flow paths, will contain a 
substantial amount of flood waters but if the flood elevation height is above this then there may also 
be flooding on some of the future industrial sites. 

 

Comment 

In the above qualitative assessment, we have drawn on the technical reports, modelling and 
mapping of natural hazards as well as considered factual information such as land contours and 
distance from the source of natural hazards to reach conclusions.  Static subsidence is the biggest 
risk and this will be mitigated by preloading the site as recommended by CMW as well as ensuring 
that building designs meet the building code for intended point loads.  These will be purpose built 
and engineered buildings. 

Using the AIFR formula the hazard risk remains low as there are no deaths anticipated as no 
buildings are anticipated to collapse and there will be an extremely low risk of inundation from 
flooding. 
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6.0 Conclusion and Mitigation 
 

This assessment has been undertaken drawing on the already modelled hazard risks for flooding and 
tsunami.  Earthquake hazard risks have been assessed by CMW Geoscience in accordance with the 
primary and secondary analysis return periods as prescribed in the RPS Appendix L methodology.  
Qualitative assessment has been completed with respect to fault rupture risks and volcanic hazards, 
both of which have been mapped by BOPRC and are considered to be low risk due to the distance 
between the site and the nearest faults and active volcanoes.  Coastal hazard risk is also considered 
to be extremely low risk given the site is located 6.0km inland. Overall, the risk from natural hazards 
is considered low and the land is suitable for use as an industrial park. 

The following recommendations are drawn from the CMW report. 

 That the ground be preloaded to reduce static settlement. 

The earthworks and associated ground improvements will be subject to future consents to the 
regional council.  Future development and subdivision in the plan change area will be subject to 
design approval through WBOPDC. 

The plan change is therefore consistent with Policy NH 4B of the RPS for Greenfield urban 
development that will create zoning appropriate for the establishment of an industrial park. 
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Appendix 1 Map of Fault Lines BOPRC 
 

 

 

Figure 3- Otumarakau Fault Line - Source BOP Natural Hazard Viewer May 2022 
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Appendix 2 Map of Tsunami Evacuation Zones BOPRC
 

 

 

Figure 4- Extent of Tsunami Risk; note reaches Tauranga Eastern Link: Source BOP Natural Hazard Viewer May 2022 
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Appendix 3 Map of Active Volcanos
 

 

 

Figure 5- Active Volcanos: Source BOP Natural Hazard Viewer May 2022 
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Appendix 4 Geotechnical Report
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SURVEYING • ENGINEERING • PLANNING 

16th September 2022 

 

To: Western Bay of Plenty District Council

Private Bay 12803
Tauranga Mail Centre 

Tauranga 3143 

Via email: districtplan@westernbay.govt.nz

Name of Submitter: Armadale Properties Limited  

Submission on behalf of Armadale Properties Limited 

On Publicly Notified Proposed Plan Change 92 

1.0 INTRODUCTION
 

1.1 Maven Bay of Plenty Limited have been engaged by Armadale Properties Limited (“the 
submitter”) to prepare this submission on Proposed Plan Change 92 – Enabling Housing Supply 
and Other Supporting Matters (“PC92”) with respect to the Western Bay of Plenty District Plan 
(“the Plan”). 
 

1.2 The Submitter is the owner of 22 Landscape Road, Te Puke (legally described as Lot 7 DPS 63674 
held in RT SA54A/113). 
 

1.3 The Submitter could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission. 
 

1.4 The Submitter wishes to be heard in support of this submission. If other Submitters make 
similar submissions, we would consider presenting a joint submission. 
 

1.5 The Submitter generally supports the overall intent of the proposed Plan Change and seeks 
relief on the submission points outlined in Sections 2.0 and 3.0 below. 
 

2.0 OVERVIEW 
 

2.1 Zoning – Te Puke Residential Expansion  

2.1.1 22 Landscape Road is approximately 3.64 hectares in area and is currently zoned rural under 
Western Bay of Plenty District Plan. The site is surrounded by residential zoned properties to 
the south and adjoins small rural properties to the east and west. 
 

2.1.2 As highlighted within Councils s32 analysis, both SmartGrowth and the Regional Policy 
Statement acknowledge the importance of Te Puke as an area with potential for further urban 
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development and growth. With Te Puke soon to have a population over 10,000 people, 
Western Bay of Plenty District Council (Council) has resolved that Te Puke is an urban 
environment that must incorporate Medium Density Residential Standards (MDRS) and give 
effect to Policies 3 and 4 of the National Policy Statement on Urban Development (NPS-UD).

2.1.3 Along with the inclusion of the MDRS, PC92 seeks to rezone selected greenfield areas in Te 
Puke to residential. While it is noted that the additional areas proposed to be rezoned are 
currently subject to the future urban overlay or were subject to a private plan change, it is 
considered that 22 Landscape Road should also be included within the Te Puke Enabling 
Housing Supply Plan Change Area. As shown in Figure 1 below, the site is situated just outside 
the Te Puke Enabling Housing Supply Plan Change Area.

Figure 1 – Te Puke Enabling Housing Supply Plan Change Area (site highlighted green)

2.1.4 22 Landscape Road was previously subject to a non-complying resource consent application for 
the creation of lifestyle allotments. Since then, with feedback received from Councils Policy 
Team for higher densities, a preliminary master-plan concept was prepared and is attached to 
this letter. The master-plan shows potential residential development with a range of lot sizes 
including potential for attached terraced housing and duplexes. 

2.1.5 Pre-application meetings have been held with Council where the concept plans were presented 
that showed typical low-density development around the perimeter of the site, and medium 
density duplex and terrace dwelling centred within the site. Following pre-application feedback 
and the recent government directive (per the MDRS), it is likely that this concept may change, 
and this greenfield site would be suited to well designed medium density development 
throughout. 
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2.1.6 Providing housing supply at the site would utilise the existing transport networks in the Te Puke 
area and would not require any notable investment in transport infrastructure. In terms of 
transport infrastructure, the site is capable of being developed for residential use in the short 
term.

2.1.7 Water and wastewater mains are located within, or next to the site, and are readily accessible. 
Stormwater is able to be managed through soakage, or, through construction of stormwater 
infrastructure (such as on-site detention pond). Therefore, the development site is not 
constrained by three waters in the short term.  

2.1.8 Overall, it is considered the site is a logical extension to the existing Residential Zone and is well 
suited for the imposition of the MDRS. Additionally, it will support the ongoing growth of Te 
Puke, thus meeting the objectives and policies of the NPS-UD. 
 

2.2 Earthworks 
 

2.2.1 Alongside the MDRS, Council has included additional earthworks rules into PC92. The new rules 
limit earthworks to 1m vertical change in ground level. The 1m verticle change in ground level 
is restrictive, especially when considering the topography of land all throughout WBOP. From 
review of Appendix 8: Residential Design Outcomes, it appears that biggest concern for Council 
is with respect to retaining walls on or close to the boundary, which in turn adversely affect the 
amenity of neighbours. However, we note that the definition of a Building/Structure under the 
DP includes "any retaining wall or breastwork exceeding 1.5m in wall height”. Therefore, it is 
considered that there is already adequate provision in the District Plan for Council to assess 
excessive retaining walls on or near the boundary. 
 

3.0 RELIEF SOUGHT 

3.1 The Submitter seeks the relief as outlined in the table below:  

Ref Support/
Oppose

Comments Relief Sought

Proposed Zone Change – Te Puke Planning Maps
Figure 3 Support in 

part
Armadale Properties Limited support 
the application of the MDRS to new 
residential areas as notified. However, 
it is considered that there are other 
small areas that will provide a logical 
expansion to the existing urban area.

The inclusion of 22 
Landscape Road within the 
rezoning from rural to 
residential. 

Omokoroa and Te Puke Medium Density Residential
14A Support in 

part 
Armadale Properties Limited support 
the inclusion of the MDRS standards 

Armadale Properties Limited 
seeks for Council to retain 
the proposed MDRS as 
notified, with the exception 
of below. 

Earthworks



                                         SURVEYING • ENGINEERING • PLANNING 

14A.4.2(g) Oppose There are already adequate provisions 
within the DP to assess the adverse 
effects of retaining walls on the 
boundary (which appears to be 
Councils biggest concern). 

Remove the proposed 
earthworks provisions added 
under 14A.4.2 (and any other 
connected or associated 
provisions). 

Yours faithfully,
Maven (BOP) Limited 

Victoria Majoor
Team Leader - Planning
Email: VictoriaM@maven.co.nz

Attachments: 

Maven/Ignite Preliminary Master-plan Concept











Plan Change 92 Omokoroa and Te Puke Enabling Housing
Supply and Other Supporting Matters

Form 5 Submission on publicly notified proposal for policy statement or plan, change or
variation

Clause 6 of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991

To: Western Bay of Plenty District Council/div>
Date received: 14/09/2022
Submission Reference Number #10

This is a submission on a change proposed to the following plan (the proposal): Plan Change 92 Omokoroa and Te Puke
Enabling Housing Supply and Other Supporting Matters

Address for service:
139a Boucher Ave, Te Puke 3119
New Zealand
Email: blair@baygold.co.nz

Attachments: 

Floodable area plan.JPG

looking north at flat ground.jpg

looking north west to flow path below us at 56MoehauSt.jpg

Floodable area plan.JPG

looking north at flat ground.jpg

looking north west to flow path below us at 56MoehauSt.jpg

I wish to be heard: No
I am willing to present a joint case: No

Could you gain an advantage in trade competition in making this submission?
- No

Are you directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of the submission that
(a) adversely affects the environment; and
(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition
- No



Submission points

Point 10.1

Section: Section 8 - Natural Hazards
Sub-section:

Support/Oppose/Amend: Support in part

Submission

First of all, I want to say I'm grateful for the work council does for us. 

I refer to the new Floodable Area map and how it affects my dwelling at 139a Boucher Ave, Te Puke. I accept the flood report
recommendation to widen the flood area, but I believe the detail around my dwelling to be incorrect. You will note the new flood
area map has been extended from the original map to include a "peninsula" shape that now covers part of my
dwelling. Considering the actual topography of the property and that of the surrounding land, I believe the new Floodable Area
should not be covering my dwelling but should instead run according to the actual topography, as indicated on the attached plan.
Furthermore, my dwelling is approximately 2-3m higher than the "downstream" land to the north-west of me, specifically 56
Moehau St, where a severe flood would flow then fan out to Moehau St and the gully to the west of it.

I have attached photos to show that the contour matches my suggested flood map, as well as giving an indication of height
difference between my dwelling and the neighboring "downstream" property and beyond.

I trust this makes sense, but I urge if there is any disagreement you contact me for further information or feel free to visit my
address to assess the reality of the situation.

Regards,

Blair Reeve

Relief sought

Amend the Floodable Area map to reflect the actual topography around my dwelling, as indicated on the attached drawing.









Plan Change 92 Omokoroa and Te Puke Enabling Housing
Supply and Other Supporting Matters

Form 5 Submission on publicly notified proposal for policy statement or plan, change or
variation

Clause 6 of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991

To: Western Bay of Plenty District Council/div>
Date received: 14/09/2022
Submission Reference Number #11

This is a submission on a change proposed to the following plan (the proposal): Plan Change 92 Omokoroa and Te Puke
Enabling Housing Supply and Other Supporting Matters

Address for service:
118a Prole Road 3172
New Zealand
Email: ellespd@gmail.com

Address for service:
118A Prole Road Omokoroa 3172
New Zealand
Email: hamishpd@gmail.com

I wish to be heard: No
I am willing to present a joint case: No

Could you gain an advantage in trade competition in making this submission?
- No

Are you directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of the submission that
(a) adversely affects the environment; and
(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition
- No

Submission points

Point 11.1

Section: Planning Maps
Sub-section:

Support/Oppose/Amend: Support in part



Submission

Omokoroa Stage 3 concept plan does not show road access to all properties. This does not ensure service of adjacent lots and
may prevent those properties to be developed. This goes against the statement at the end of section 9.4.1:

Specific structure plan requirements are necessary to ensure that development is undertaken in a co-ordinated and integrated
manner and to ensure that infrastructure can operate successfully to accommodate the planned growth. These include restrictions
on access, requirements to link roads and related infrastructure to adjacent property boundaries, and provision of
reserves. There are no practical alternative options for ensuring co-ordinated and integrated development.

Relief sought

Show a road access (either proposed road or indicative future road) to all properties. In particular, to 118A and 118B Prole
Road. 

Point 11.2

Section: Section 12 - Subdivision and Development
Sub-section: 12.4.4 Transportation and Property Access
Provision
i.

The number or potential number of dwellings or other activities gaining direct access to these roads shall not be increased. On
subdivision or development, Council may apply a segregation strip to the certificate of title to ensure that access is gained from
elsewhere in the Zone. For Prole Road any existing accesses shall be closed and relocated.

Support/Oppose/Amend: Support in part

Submission

Existing accesses cannot be closed until alternative access has been provided.

Relief sought
i.

The number or potential number of dwellings or other activities gaining direct access to these roads shall not be increased. On
subdivision or development, Council may apply a segregation strip to the certificate of title to ensure that access is gained from
elsewhere in the Zone. For Prole Road any existing accesses shall be closed and relocated once alternative access has been
provided.

Point 11.3

Section: Section 12 - Subdivision and Development
Sub-section: 12.4.6 Wastewater Drainage
Provision
c.

The upstream catchment is provided for and the downstream receiving network has the capacity and capability to cater for the
design scenario;

Support/Oppose/Amend: Support

Submission



Good to consider upstream properties.

Relief sought

Keep as is.

Point 11.4

Section: Section 12 - Subdivision and Development
Sub-section: 12.4.11 Omokoroa Structure Plan
Provision
ii.

All roads, including indicative roads labelled “Future” and local roads not identified within the Structure Plan shall be designed
and constructed where necessary to provide for the future roading access and needs of adjoining undeveloped land. 

Support/Oppose/Amend: Support

Submission

Support, important to ensure connectivity.

Relief sought

Keep as is and ensure rule is followed when assessing applications.



1

Lauren Ogier

From: Vortac NZ Limited <vortacnz@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2022 4:32 pm
To: District Plan; Customer Service
Subject: Fwd: Vortac NZ Ltd Submission WBOPDC District Plan change 92
Attachments: Vortac NZ Ltd 4 March 15 Minutes WBOPDC Admission 29 Hookey Drive.pdf; 

Vortac NZ Ltd Submissions - Western Bay of Plenty Operative District Plan.pdf; 
Vortac NZ Ltd Submissions - Western Bay of Plenty Operative District Plan - 
Submitted.pdf

WBOPDC 
1484 CAMERON RD 
GREERTON 
TAURANGA  

 
Vortac NZ Ltd Submission WBOPDC District Plan change 92 
Re 29 Hookey Drive, Te Puke 
 
My submission * 
Explain the reasons why you support or oppose the specific provisions or wish to have them amended. Please note, 
you can provide further details on the exact amendments in the Relief Sought field below. 
 
The long held belief by WBOPDC that there is a Flood-able Area on 29 Hookey Drive is incorrect. 
 
An easement exists on the neighboring property namely 37 Hookey Drive, for the conveyance of storm water. 
 
The easement provides the course & area for the discharge of storm water. 
 
Attached is from the minutes of a Package of Planes meeting involving WBOPDC staff on 4/3/15 whereby WBOPDC 
staff stated storm water was being forced onto 29 Hookey Drive from out of the easement on 37 Hookey Drive. 
 
"Easement on neighboring property but drain has been forced onto #29" 
 
The minutes also stated that WBOPDC staff that "Council to action the easement." 
 
29 Hookey Drive is being flooded by the forced storm water from easement on 37 Hookey Drive. 

Relief sought * 
Give precise details of the decision you want the Council to make. 
 
That WBOPDC action the easement. 
 
WBOPDC remove the Flood-able Area designation from 29 Hookey Drive. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This is a submission on the Omokoroa Stage 3 Structure Plan, in particular the zoning that is proposed 
to be adopted by Western Bay of Plenty District Council for 425 Omokoroa Road. We have prepared 
this submission on behalf of the landowner, Matthew Hardy, who wishes to be heard at a hearing in 
support of this submission.  
 

 
Figure 1: Site Location (Screenshot from WBOPDC MAPI) 

 
TABLE 1.0: SITE DESCRIPTION 
SITE LOCATION 425 Omokoroa Road 

Lot 1 DPS 65152 

SLOPE AND 
TOPOGRAPHY 

The site slopes generally from the existing building platform (RL 56 at the 
highest point) to the northwest, toward Omokoroa Road (RL 42 at the 
boundary). 

EXISTING 
STRUCTURES 

An existing house is located at the high point of the site, with further small 
ancillary structures such as sheds elsewhere. 

PROPOSAL For the lot to be rezoned Medium Density Residential as part of the Omokoroa 
Structure Plan. 

SURROUNDING 
PROPERTIES 

Residential properties to the east, agriculture across the road to the north, 
which is re-zoned for new schools and the town centre, and rural and rural 
residential properties to the south and west. 
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2.0 ZONING 

At  
 

  
Figure 2: Existing zoning (Screenshot from WBOPDC MAPI) 
 

Under the Structure Plan, the proposed zoning for the site is partially Medium Density Residential, 
within the northwest part of the site, and Rural Residential over the rest of the site. This is shown 
below, with the Medium Density Residential Zone being orange, and the Rural Residential Zone being 
brown.  
 

 
Figure 3: Proposed zoning (Screenshot from the WBOPDC Mapi Proposed Plan Change 92 layer) 

 
The client is seeking that the Medium Density Residential Zone be applied to their entire property.  
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th the Council, it has been indicated by the Council that 
the split zoning across the site appears to be due to geotechnical constraints. There is currently a 
notable contour running through the area, and the zoning follows this contour.  This runs through 
several properties but is clearly not a hard and fast boundary as a close neighbour to the southwest 
(429A Omokoroa Rd) is included in the medium density in its entirety including the higher and steeper 
areas of that site. In terms of a high-level assessment, this contour would indicate that Medium 
Density Residential Development would be problematic within this area. However, the submitter has 
obtained a geotechnical report that speaks to this, and which is summarised below. 
 
Following this will be a discussion around servicing, and a planning discussion around the zoning. A 
summary of our position will also be included below. 

3.0 GEOTECHNICAL 

A Geotechnical Appraisal for Future Residential Development has been undertaken by Geoconsult and 
is included with this submission. The Geotechnical Appraisal involved a site investigation, included a 
walk over, 3 hand auger bore hold and measurement of groundwater levels. This found subsoils which 
are not generally considered to be susceptible to liquefaction, and the seismic site subsoil category 
was assessed as being Class D (Deep Soils). The likely required site works is also discussed briefly, 
namely earthworks and retaining, the feasibility of which is discussed in detail in Section 4.0 below. 
The preliminary geotechnical investigations found no obvious indication of instability, and noted that 
with appropriate Geo-Professional supervision, suitability for higher density residential development 
can be achieved. The Geotechnical Appraisal concludes, based on their investigation, the site is 
considered to be geotechnically suitable for higher density residential development subject to the 
constraints and considerations outlined... It is noted that the appraisal is preliminary and further 
detailed geotechnical investigations would be required as part of any future development. 
Nonetheless, it is considered to be sufficient to address any potential concerns that the land which 
the Submitter seeks to be rezoned to Medum Density Residential is not suitable or feasible for 
residential development. 

4.0 CIVIL ENGINEERING AND SERVICING 

This section provides a high-level civil servicing assessment of the proposed change in zoning. 

4.1 Earthworks 
A preliminary review indicates that earthworks and retaining walls will be 
required to form reasonably level building platforms. The general grade across the site varies between 
18% to 25%, with an average grade of 21%. Therefore, without earthworks a typical residential lot 
measuring 15m across would have 3.1m of fall across it. Bulk earthworks and the construction of 1.6m 

 3.2m high retaining walls at either side of such a lot would be required to create a saleable section 
and building a structure. Total earthwork volume is highly dependent upon the lot size and layout. The 
costs associated with those works aren't considered prohibitive to the development of the site. 
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Figure 4: Diagrammatic representation of the scale of earthworks and retaining walls required to form flat building platforms at the site. 

 

4.2 Roading/Access 

its narrowest point. Both a private right of way  servicing up to six lots or a public road could 
feasibly be constructed at the site entrance.  
 

 
Figure 5: Site Entrance  Omokoroa Road (Source: Google Streetview) 

 
The table below summarises the various parameters associated with each option, as detailed in Table 
1 of Section DS4 of  
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TABLE 4.34.2: Access Design Parameter 
PARAMETER PRIVATE RIGHT OF WAY  PUBLIC ROAD 
RESERVE WIDTH 3.0m 12.0m 
CARRIAGEWAY WIDTH 2.5m 6.0m 
MAXIMUM GRADE 12.5% 12.5% 
LOTS SERVED 6 Lots 30 Lots 

 
The maximum gradient is 12.5% for either option. Based on WBOPDC MAPI contours, it is possible to 
form a roadway below the maximum permissible grade -eastern 
boundary. 

4.3 Primary and Secondary Stormwater Flows 
There is existing stormwater infrastructure in Omokoroa Road immediately outside the site. Based on 
the site topography, runoff from the predevelopment site drains to Omokoroa Road where it is 
collected in roadside sumps, in both the primary and secondary storms. Notably, the driveway at the 
site entrance is of a considerable area, and has no sumps at its termination point at the road boundary, 
meaning that a significant amount of runoff from hardstand is discharged to Omokoroa Road in 
primary storm events. 
 

 
Figure 6: WBOPDC Stormwater Infrastructure (Source: WBOPDC MAPI) 

 
Given the pre-development scenario described above, it is feasible to manage stormwater onsite using 
detention storage (either in each lot, communally, or beneath the internal carriageway) to ensure that 
both primary (10% AEP) and secondary (1% AEP) storm flows are managed such that offsite discharge 
is no greater than predevelopment rates. 
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The Geotechnical Appraisal states that the site is not suitable for soakage due to its terrain.   

4.4 Flooding 
 Given 

the topography at the site, it is anticipated that overland flowpaths from the site can easily be 
designed and constructed such that no localised flooding will occur within the developed site. 
Therefore, flooding is not considered relevant to the development capability of this site. 

4.5 Wastewater 
There is an existing wastewater reticulation manhole on Omokoroa Road approximately 75m 
northeast the site. The invert level of the manhole is low enough that wastewater from the site could 
be reticulated to it by gravity, via a short extension of the public network along Omokoroa Road. That 
upgrade work could be considered either as part of the structure plan infrastructure upgrade to 
Omokoroa Road, or as part of the site development work. Notably, the structure plan involves the 
similar rezoning of the properties west of the site into Medium Density Residential. The extension of 
the main therefore would serve more than just the site under consideration. 
 

 
Figure 7: WBOPDC Wastewater Infrastructure (Source: WBOPDC MAPI) 

4.6 Potable Water Supply 
The site is currently serviced by a Ø50mm ridermain in Omokoroa Road serving only 5 properties. That 
ridermain is connect to an existing Ø300mm water main also running along the southern side of 
Omokoroa Road. Given the likely number of new lots proposed at the site, and the similar rezoning of 
the properties east of the site, the existing rider main will require an upgrade to a larger diameter. 
That upgrade work could be considered either as part of the structure plan infrastructure upgrade to 
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Omokoroa Road, or as part of the development work of the various sites that could be developed to 
medium density. 

4.7 Fire Fighting Water Supply 
The closest fire hydrant is located 77m away from the site boundary and 155m away from the existing 
dwelling. 
 
To meet the NZPAS:4509 FW2 requirement (residential dwellings with no sprinkler protection) and to 
service the potential lots to the south of the existing dwelling, a new fire hydrant would be required. 

footprint and no more than 135m from the existing fire hydrant. 
 
The additional fire hydrant installation can be completed at the same time as the water supply 
upgrade work. Further assessment is required at a later stage to ensure that there is sufficient flow 
and pressure in the line to meet the NZPAS requirement. It is however expected that the 300mm main 
in close proximity to the site is capable of delivering the necessary pressure and flow for compliance 
to be achieved. 
 

 
Figure 8: WBOPDC Water Supply Infrastructure (Source: WBOPDC MAPI) 
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4.8 Utilities
The site is currently serviced by power and telecom. There is an existing transformer and 
telecommunication cabinet immediately outside the site. It is therefore assumed that capacity could 
be provided to accommodate the structure plan changes, without required network upgrades being 
financially prohibitive. 
 

 
Figure 9: Existing transformer and telecommunication cabinet on Omokoroa Road (Source: Google Streetview) 

5.0 PLANNING  

In general, Medium Density Development should only occur in locations that are suitable for that level 
of built development. This can mean that the land is geotechnically suitable, but also where there is 
supporting infrastructure, as well as businesses and services in the surrounding area which could 
support this type of development. In terms of the geotechnical aspects of the site, this has been 
addressed above. Further, infrastructure has been discussed, and it has been determined that both of 
these matters can be addressed appropriately through development.  
 
In terms of surrounding services, business and community facilities, and the general suitability of the 
zoning, it is first noted that the development would be an extension of a Medium Density area that 
Council has already determined to be suitable for that area. The site would be within walking distance 

transport option for residents.  
 
The site would also be close to the town centre, which would provide employment opportunities for 
residents, as well as commercial activities, services, and community facilities that are essential to 
support 
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Local Government (Community Well-being) Amendment. There would also be areas of natural open 
space in the surrounding area, which would provide recreational value and visual amenity for 
residents.  
 
It is also noted that there is a housing shortage at a national level. As such, there has been clear 
instruction from central government through the National Policy Statement on Urban Development 
(NPS-UD) consideration should be given to the NPS-UD when forming an opinion on the merits of 
future development. This is a national directive that recognises the importance of urban 
environments, and the need for these environments to change over time at a quicker rate than 
currently expected, due to the deficiencies in providing property and housing to the market. 
Furthermore, to provide sufficient development capacity to meet the needs of people, communities, 
and future generations.  
 
Of relevance to this submission are the following: 
 
Objective 1: New Zealand has well-functioning urban environments that enable all people and 

communities to provide for their social, economic, and cultural wellbeing, and for their health and 
safety, now and into the future. 
Objective 2: Planning decisions improve housing affordability by supporting competitive land and 
development markets. 

over time in response to the diverse and changing needs of people, communities, and future 
generations. 
Policy 2: Tier 1, 2, and 3 local authorities, at all times, provide at least sufficient development capacity 
to meet expected demand for housing and for business land over the short term, medium term, and 
long term. 
 
Policy 3: In relation to tier 1 urban environments, regional policy statements and district plans enable: 
a) in city centre zones, building heights and density of urban form to realise as much development 
capacity as possible, to maximise benefits of intensification; and  
b) in metropolitan centre zones, building heights and density of urban form to reflect demand for 
housing and business use in those locations, and in all cases building heights of at least 6 storeys; and 
c) building heights of least 6 storeys within at least a walkable catchment of the following: 
(i) existing and planned rapid transit stops 
(ii) the edge of city centre zones 
(iii) the edge of metropolitan centre zones; and 
d) in all other locations in the tier 1 urban environment, building heights and density of urban form 
commensurate with the greater of: 
(i) the level of accessibility by existing or planned active or public transport to a range of commercial 
activities and community services; or 
(ii) relative demand for housing and business use in that location. 
 
Policy 6: When making planning decisions that affect urban environments, decision-makers have 
particular regard to the following matters:  
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a) the planned urban built form anticipated by those RMA planning documents that have given effect 
to this National Policy Statement  
b) that the planned urban built form in those RMA planning documents may involve significant changes 
to an area, and those changes:  
(i) may detract from amenity values appreciated by some people but improve amenity values 
appreciated by other people, communities, and future generations, including by providing increased 
and varied housing densities and types; and  
(ii) are not, of themselves, an adverse effect  
c) the benefits of urban development that are consistent with well-functioning urban environments (as 
described in Policy 1)  
d) any relevant contribution that will be made to meeting the requirements of this National Policy 
Statement to provide or realise development capacity  
e) the likely current and future effects of climate change  
 
We are of the opinion that the proposal is in accordance with this document, as it is providing an 
increase in housing supply in an area which is currently experiencing a shortage of developable land. 
The area is a highly sought-after area, and the type of development that is feasible and likely to occur 
should the land be rezoned, would be in keeping with the established and anticipated character of the 
area. It would be consistent with the type and density of development which would be anticipated to 
be undertaken upon other nearby Medium Density Residential Zone properties. Furthermore, and as 
discussed above, it has been evidenced that the land in question is both suitable for residential 
development from a geotechnical and infrastructure perspective. 
 
As noted in the policies above, we are of the opinion that Council should be making planning decisions 
that improve housing affordability. By allowing this site to be entirely zoned Medium Density 
Residential, it would ensure that a larger area of land within one Title could be developed. While the 

larger development that encompasses the entire area of the zone, the outcome of this is unlikely. 
Development would be reliant on either a major land developer purchasing all of the properties, or a 
joint venture amongst several landowners. Instead, there would be greater potential for smaller ad-
hoc developments, resulting in underutilisation of the Medium Density zoning and the efficient 
development yield it should otherwise enable.  Rezoning the property, in its entirety, will enable a 
single entity to undertake residential development yielding approximately 10 or more dwellings, 
thereby increasing the supply of housing in the area.  
 
Furthermore, with regards to Policy 6, this has identified that planning decisions might make 
significant changes to an area. While we are of the opinion that the proposal would not be a significant 
change, considering the wider scope of Plan Change 92, given that it has always been identified as a 
future urban area, part (i) is important in that it recognises that providing housing is of the utmost 
importance.   
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6.0 SUMMARY

Given the above we are of the opinion that there are no irresolvable constraints that would prevent 
the residential development of the land in question, and therefore see no reason that the property, 
425 Omokoroa Road, should not be entirely rezoned Medium Density Residential. It has been 
identified that the land is able to be developed from a geotechnical perspective, as well as be serviced 

standards. Further, the land is in an area that has suitable public and 
private organisations and businesses which support intensive residential use. Therefore, we submit to 
Council that the zoning for 425 Omokoroa Road be wholly Medium Density Residential. 

Sincerely,

Sam Hurley
Planning Team Leader
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Lauren Ogier

From: Penny Hicks <penny.hicks@outlook.com>
Sent: Friday, 16 September 2022 3:38 pm
To: District Plan
Subject: Plan change 92 submission attached
Attachments: Plan Change 92 submission Penny Hicks.pdf

Hello, 
 
Please find attached my plan change 92 submission. 
 
Regards, 
Penny Hicks 
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